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Knack**FN:** Bonner found that their Duddlesheim marriage record said this woman who married a Scheidt man (was from **Calbach**) prior to their moving to Balzer.

Knack**FN:** [J.Heinrich]**FN:** listed with his Seitz wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb13) with no origin mentioned; for 1798 see Mai1798: Pb5 and 2.

Knapp**FN:** [Valentin]**FN:** said by the 1816 Kassel census (#75) to be from**UC** Lustnau, Tuebingen **[Amt]**, Wuerttemberg, but listed by KS:334 without origin. Using FHL#193,207 the GCRA proved the family had been in Lemberg, Pirmasens **[Amt]**, Rheinfalz before going on to Russia. See their book for more. Sometimes spelled Knopp.

Knapp**FN:** said by the Keller FSL to be an orphan girl in the Hoffmann household.

Knapp**FN:** listed by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#112) and KS:334 with no origin. Using FHL#193,207, the GCRA may have found their origin in Lemberg, Pirmasens **[Amt]**, Rheinfalz, but a birthdate does not quite match. See the GCRA book for a bit more.

Knapp**FN:** this family name was found recorded in Tann marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Knapp**FN:** also see Napp.

Knatz**FN:** said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be from**UC** Heringen, **[Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate]**. For 1786 see (Mai1798:Mv2306), and for 1798 see (Ur12(where the wife’s maiden name is given as Gross) and 13).

Knau**FN:** {A.Maria}: from Annershausen married Wurm{Konrad} in Buedingen 8 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#501). KS165 says Freienseen was near Giessen. On 10 Aug 1766 Worms{Konrad} and wife {A.Maria} arrived in Russia (Kulberg4885). Not found in T. By 1766 this couple had settled at Grimm FSL #76, he said to be from**UC** Laubach (no locality mentioned).

Knau**FN:** said by the Kautz FSL to be from**UC** Grosshausen, Darmstadt.

Knau**FN:** see Knaup.

Knaup**FN:** {Johannes}: was a godfather at the baptism 20 April 1766 of a Schauscheck son (Mai&Marquardt#1347).

Knauer**FN:** said by KS:334 to be from**UC** Gruenbach, Waiblingen **[Amt]**, Wuerttemberg. The GCRA says another other record indicates his Hofer wife was born in Neudorf; see their book for detail.

Knauer**FN:** see also Knaup.

Knauf**FN:** the Mariental FSL gives no origin for this orphan who was living in the household of a Reger family said to be from**UC** Mannheim.

Knauf**FN:** said by the Schuck FSL to be from**UC** Gruenstadt, Kurpfalz[sic?]. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Knaup/Knaub**FN:** {Johann}: Lutheran, from Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761 as a farm worker for Cramer{Hinrich}. {Johann}’s wife
in Denmark was {Sarah}. In March 1766 he deserted Denmark (EEE p.479). In May 1766 he evidently was in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt #1347). In June 1766 he, {Sarah} and their son {Johann} arrived at Kronstadt (Kulberg #673). By May 1767 he had settled in Schaefer FSL #46 a new wife {A. Elisabeth}. The FSL said he was from [Hessen]-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] and she from UC Weimar, [Duchy?]; in the household were a 6 year-old son by his first wife, and two Ertle step-children aged 5 and .5. In 1798 the wife’s name was given as Emig {Elisabeth} (Mai1798:Sf17) and the step-son’s surname was still given as Emig (Sf24) – so was Elisabeth an Emig who first married an Ertle and then a Knaub? For other information on the Knaubs in 1788 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2519 and (Mt45).

Knaus FN: said by the FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1761. In June 1763 with wife {A.Susanna} and child he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.479). By June 1764 they had settled in Holstein FSL #29 which said he was from UC Neulise(?)

Knaus FN: listed by the Knaus family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Knaus FN: said by the Knirter FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in March 1761. In June 1763 with wife {A.Susanna} and child he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.479). By May 1767 they had settled in Knaus FSL #48 which said he was from UC Neplasheim(?)

Knaus FN: said by the Emig FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Knaus FN: the Knaus family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Knebel FN: said by the Knebel FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1761. With wife {A.Susanna} and child he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.479). By May 1766 they had settled in Holstein FSL #29 which said he was from UC Neulise(?)

Knebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Knebel FN: said by the Neplasheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Knebel FN: the Knebel family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Knebel FN: said by the Knebel FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1761. With wife {A.Susanna} and child he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.479). By May 1766 they had settled in Holstein FSL #29 which said he was from UC Neulise(?)

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: said by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.

Kneebel FN: listed by the Neulossheim FSL to be from UC Neulossheim, Speyer Unteramt, Maulbron Klosteramt, Wuerttemberg.
Braunfels died in Buedingen 25 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1216a). Not found in T. By 15 Aug 1767 he, his wife {Amalia} and an 8-yr old daughter had settled at Norka FSL #110, he said to be from UC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). The 1798 Norka census #21 has {Friedrich}, {Kleer} {Amalia}, and 2 sons ages 17-21 (Mail798:Nr21).

Knirter/Knezer/Knirtert/Knietzler {Andreas}: Lutheran, from UC Kurpfalz arrived at Fridericia, Jueland Royal Province in May 1760. With his wife and 2 children he last reregistered in Denmark in Dec 1764. In May 1766 they arrived at Kronstadt, and in August in Oranienbaum he signed a pledge to settle in Hirschenhof colony in Latvia (EEE p.480).

Knis/Kniss/Kniss: all interfiled here.

Kniss {Philipp (or Ulrich? see Kuhlberg3151)}: according to the Huck FSL his widow had remarried Kochler /Keller {Lorenz} from UC Isenburg, and his daughter was living in their household. According to Kuhlberg3151 he too was from UC Isenburg.

Kniss FN {Konrad}: said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poyjana FSL #43 to be from UC Sinrot(?). The Kromm version spells the place Simroth and suggests it was really Siemerode (p.133). KS139 says a Kniss left Schotten to go to Jag.Poljana.

Knis FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Kutter FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned) Later spelled Kniss.

Kniss FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg. Later spelled Kniss (Mail798:Nr152).

Knis FN: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767 and in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Knittel/Keitel/Keitel FN {Charlotte Sophie Wilhelmine}: married Sachse {J.Heinrich} in Rosslau 22 Sept 1765 (Mai & Marquardt#190 & KS138). KS138 spelled her name Keitel. Not found in T. By 27 Aug 1766 {Heinrich & Sophia} with no children had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #533, he said to be from Meltendorf(?).

Knobloch {Eva M.}: married Reis {Johannes}; their daughter in 1763 was confirmed in Mettenheim, Wartenberg {County} before going to Russia where they were at Bauer #53 by 1767 (Mai & Marquardt#1248).

Knobloch FN {J.Friedrich}: 10 April 1766 in Buedingen he married {M.Elisabeth} (Marquardt#510). They may have been the Knobloch couple {Johann & Maria} from Riedesel who arrived in Russia on 31 July 1766 (Kulberg2730). He arrived in Dietel in time to be included in the Supplemental list as compiled by Stumpf, said to be from UC Waltenberg County (no locality indicated) {Einwanderung ... Lp.296}. The local, contemporary pastor indicated that this man had gone from Mettenheim, Wartenberg to Dietel (Mai & Marquardt#1241). KS139 says Mettenheim was near Worms. Dona Reeves-Marquardt found the birth records in Mettenheim, Wartenberg {County} church books. For 1796 and 1798 see Mail798:Mv427, Dt84.

Knobloch FN {J.Heinrich}: said by the Mueller FSL #24 to be from UC Wollmar?. According to the Buedingen ML {J.Heinrich} married Zulauf {M.Eliasabetha} in Buedingen 10 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#510 & KS139).

Knobloch FN {Leonard}: according to the Buedingen ML a daughter of the late {Leonard} from UC Lorbach married in Buedingen 28 Feb 1766 Gottfried {Johannes} (Mai & Marquardt#354 & KS139). They may have arrived in Russia 3 May 1766 as Gottfried {Johann & Elisabeth} with no children, he said to be from Mainz (Kulberg#522). There was a Knobloch {Dorothea} single, on the same ship (Kulberg#521) Not found in T.

Knobloch {J.Jacob}: married Scharrmann {M.Magdalena} in Buedingen 6 March 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#377). KS139 says he was from Ranstadt near Buedingen. KS153 has {Marie Magd.}. No further information.

Knoch FN: said by the Lauwe FSL to be from UC Fuerstenwalde?, Sachsen. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.

Knoedler FN: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#52) and KS:335 to have come from Grossaspach, Backnang {Amt}, Wurttemberg. Using FHL#1,195,520, the GCRA proved this origin. See their book for much more.

Knoepfler {Joseph}: son of {Matth.} of UC Oberweiler near Ravensburg married Benz {Marg.} in
Luebeck on 7 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#806, & KS139). Not found in KS, Kulberg, T or any published FSL.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: a family name found in Straub in 1798 (Sr11, 28 and 29) but not in the Straub FSL.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: see Gnel and Null.
Knoerzer\{Andreas+w+1c\}: Kulberg215 said these Catholics came from [Kur-]Pfalz and went to Livonia.
Knoess\{J.Heinrich\}: KS139 says he was from Schotten near Buedingen.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: Herr Knoll was said by the Fischer FSL to be from\footnote{FN} Liinis, Preussen; his frau was said to come from Reigenbol?, Sachsen. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses. 
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Herzog FSL to be from\footnote{FN} Velburg, Kurpfalz.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: listed by both the 1858 Kassel census (#223) and KS:336 without origin. Using FHL#193,771 the GCRA proved their origin in Annewiler, Bergzabern \{Amt\}, Rheinpfalz.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Keinberg(?), Sachsen with a Koch wife from\footnote{UC} Oranienbaum.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Stadt. David says the place in the original Russian version of the FSL says something like “the Republican city of Stadt.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be a step-son living with the Alberg family which would indicate that Frau Alberg was previously Frau Knoll. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be a mother-in-law and sister-in-law living with the Karl family.
Knoll\{Franz Anton\}: KS140 says he was from Hausen near? Welches, and married Kraft\{Susanne Marg\} from Tann near Hersfeld or Fulda. Found in no later source.
Knoll\{Jeremias\}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records say this man originally from Saxony left for Russia from Oranienbaum, Dessau with 5 others (Mai&Marquardt#1102 & KS139). On 4 July 1766 he, wife \{Sophia\} and 4 children arrived in Russia (Kulberg1102). Later in 1766 this Lutheran with wife \{Dorothea\} and 5 children in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga (T5898-5904). Not found in any other source.
Knoll\{Sus.Margaretha\}: from Tann area married 17 May 1766 in Buedingen Kraft\{Franz Anton\} from Hausen, Swabia (Mai&Marquardt#656). KS140 says Hausen was near Welches(?), Wuerttemberg. Found in no other source.
Knoll\footnote{FN}: also see Noll.
Knop\{A.Margaretha\}: married Adelmaier\{J.Peter\} 27 May 1766 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#232). On 10 Aug 1766 they arrived in Russia (Kulberg4904). Not found in T. By 1767 they had settled at Frank #68. In 1788 again widowed she moved with her children to Kamenka where she married Gumler\{Adam\} (Mai1798:Mv630). In 1798 widowed yet again she was head of her own household (Mai1798:Km89).
Knop\footnote{FN}: also see Knopp.
Knoff\footnote{FN}: said by the Frank FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Mauerwelt(?), Fulda.
Knoff\footnote{FN}: said by the Preuss FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Grentu(?), Bamberg.
Knop\{Johanne Louise/Juliane Luise\}: married Handschuh\{J.Christoph\} 6 April 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt#891). KS139 has \{Juliane Luise\} and the wrong year: 1765. No further information.
Knop\footnote{FN}: also see Knopp.
Knopp/Knopp/Knopp\footnote{FN}: said by the Kratzke FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Tjunkoeping(?)/Tinkepin(?), Schweden.
Knopp\footnote{FN}: also see Knapp.
Knorr\footnote{FN}: said by the 1798 Anton census to be the maiden name of frau \{Jacob\} Hahn (Mai1798:An9).
Knorr\footnote{FN}: listed in the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:668, 336) without origin. Origin in Scheppach, Weinsburg \{Amt\}, Wuerttemberg was proven by the GCRA using Waldbach parish records in FHL(1,340,203). See the GCRA book for more details.
Knorr\footnote{FN}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Degott FSL to be from\footnote{UC} Darmstadt. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Knorr\footnote{FN}\{M.Elisabeth\}: \{\}: married in Luebeck 2 Sept 1766 Monsch\{Christian\} (Mai&Marquardt#123). Not found in T. By 17 Aug 1767 \{Christian & Elisabeth\} had arrived at Schoenchen FSL #5, he said to be from\footnote{UC} Helferskirchen, [Kurtrier]. For 1781 and 1798
see Mai1798:Mv2600, Bo37 and Sn26 where the wife’s maiden name is given as Knorr.

KnorrFN: said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Teschow. I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.

KnorrFN: said by the Urbach FSL to have died on the way to Russia; it also said his widow was fromUC Sulzbach and that she married Herr Schlitter.

KnorrFN: said by the Walter FSL to be fromUC Reimkeln, Hesse-Darmstadt.

Knosp/Knost{Philipp Adam}: Lutheran fromUC Bretten Amt, Kurpfalz, arrived at Fridericia, Juettland Royal Province in May 1760. He, with wife {Margaretha} and a daughter, reregistered last in Denmark in January 1765. They arrived at Kronstadt in May 1766 and in August signed their pledge to settle in Hirschenhof colony, Latvia (EEE pp.480-481). Kulberg206 said they were fromUC Wartenberg and went to Livonia.

Knot{Balthasar}: said by Kuhlberg3112 and the Huck FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified).

Knutler{Johann+w+2c}: Kulberg204 said they were fromUC Wartenberg and went to Livonia.

Kneustler{Heinrich}: KS139 says he left Ruedingshain near Buedingen in 1766. Not found in any other source.

Kobeln{G?}?GL, Wittenberg: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Reiser? family. This might be some 21 miles NW of Dresden and some 52 miles SE of Wittenberg city.

Kober/Cober/Keber/Kaber{Michael}: Corina Hirt says he was born somewhere near Eppingen about 1737, and about 1760 married a daughter of Mauderer{Christoph} and Daub{Agnes Catharina} who was both born 10 Jul 1738 and baptized in Kleingartach; where their daughter {Rosina Sara} in 1761 was both born and baptized [LDS film #1184796]. They were said by Danish records to have arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy with wife and 2 children in June 1762; they lived at 17 “Auf der Luebe” in Colony G2 “Friderichsfeld”, Gottorf Amt in June 1762; they were last registered in Denmark in January 1765; during 1765 became parents of another daughter {Catharina} and went to Russia settling in Grimm (EEE p.372, for more detail go to it). A family of this name and description is listed in the Reinwald FSL #9 as being fromUC Heilbronn [Imperial City] (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm55, Kf64 and Fz22).

Kober/Cober{Conrad}: said by Danish records to be fromUC Klein Gartach, Brackenheim Amt, Wuerttemberg arriving as a farmhand for Mauderer{Christoph} at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy with wife and 1 child in June 1762; they lived at 11 “Chrisinenhof” in Colony G1 “Friderichsau”, Gottorf Amt in June 1762; they left Denmark in April 1765 and probably went to Russia (EEE p.372, for more detail go to it). A family of this name and description is listed in the Reinwald FSL #9 as being fromUC Heilbronn [Imperial City] (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Rw50, 23.

KoberFN: this family name was found recorded in Kirzburg marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Kobern{G?}?GL: an unidentified place said by the Holstein FSL to be homeUC to a Dangelin? family. There is a Kobern, Rhinelant-Palatinatine, some 6 miles SW of Koblenz city.

KoblenzGP: a city on the Rhine some 50 miles WNW of Frankfurt-am-Main; in the 1760’s it may have been an independent Catholic city-state. It is said by the Kamenka FSL to be homeUC to a Kochum family. Said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be homeUC to a Wagner family. Said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a Fuchs family.

KocetnajaTV: a variation of the Russian name for HoelzelTV.

KochFN{EvaRosinaMagd.}: married Kleinschmidt{Joseph} in Luebeck 28 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1194). On 8 Aug 1766 {Joseph & Eva} without children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Hessen (Kulberg3950). Later in 1766 Kleinschmidt{Joseph & A.Magdalena} with no children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (TS206-5207). By 3 Aug 1767 Kleinschmidt{Joseph & Eva} had settled at Boaro FSL #120, he said to be fromUC Hessen (no locality mentioned). I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

KochFN{Gottfried}: said by the Boaro FSL #2 to be fromUC Leipzig, Sachsen. For 1772 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv279, Fs23, and Bx46).

KochFN{J.Gottfried}: said by the Boaro FSL #1 to be fromUC Dessau (no locality mentioned). Wheere in 1798?

KochFN: see Quindt of Boaro.
Koch: said by the Boregard FSL #35 to be from UC Kosswig.

Koch: left Nagold, Wuerttemberg for the Caucasus in the 1817.

Koch: said by the Dietel FSL #36 to be from UC Soldinin(?), Elbin(?). For 1792, 1794, and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv405, 416, D2, Hs107, An 19, 30.

Koch: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL #28 to be from UC Elsdorf. In 1798 the maiden name of Frau Koch was given as Kreb (Mai1798:Pb28).

Koch: with wife {E, Margaretha} and 4 children said by the Frank FSL #15 to be from UC Warnewalbach(?), Thueringen.

Koch: arrived in South Russia in 1819; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Weiler-zum-Stein, Marbach Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.

Koch: said by the Franzosen FSL #52 to be the maiden name of Frau Brochert.

Koch: said by the Grimm FSL #73 to be from UC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

Koch: said by the Herzog FSL #9 to be from UC Mullingen, Wuerzburg.

Koch: said by the Hildman FSL #31 to be from UC Heiligenstadt, [Kur-]Mainz.

Koch: said by the Kuhlberg 3114 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified).

Koch: said by Kuhlberg 3115 and the Huck FSL #14 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified).

Koch: said by Kuhlberg 3114 and the Huck FSL #13 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).

Koch: one family {Johannes} is said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #18 to be from UC Nidda and by the Kromm version to be from UC Nidda or from UC Feuerbach [i.e. Fauerbach]. A Koch {Johannes} step-son in a Kles household in the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #17b was said to be from Darmstadt [i.e. Hessen-Darmstadt], by the Kromm version to be from Eichelsdorf, Nidda [Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt], and by the Stumpp version to be from Ulfa, home of his step-dad.

Koch: married Goetz {Johannes} in 3 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#729 and KS130). KS139 says Fauerbach was near Buedingen. On 14 Sept 1766 {Johann & Anna} and 1 daughter arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] (Kulberg 6479). Not found in T. By 16 Sept 1767 {Johannes & Katharina} and the daughter had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #73, he said to be from UC Nidda.

Koch: married Proesin {M. Sabina} in Rosslau 11 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#970). KS139 has {Mara/Maria} and Proes. By 5 July 1767 this couple had settled at Jost FSL #29, he said to be from UC Berlin.

Koch: listed by both the 1858 Kassel census (#229) and KS:336 without origin. Using FHL#1,272,325, item 6, the GCRA proved their origin in Berwangen, Eppingen [Amt], Baden. See their book for more.

Koch: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #59 to be from UC Arnheim, Holland.

Koch: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #18 to be from UC Buchenau, Darmstadt.

Koch: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #336 to be from UC Buchenau, Darmstadt. KS139 gives the same origin.

Koch: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #166 to be from UC Hirschfeld(?), Hessen.

Koch: A. Dorothea aka Frau Knoll {Eremas} said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #20 to be from UC Oranienbaum.

Koch: the 1798 Kautz census #7 says this was the maiden name of the wife of Bensel/Benzel {Valentin}, first settlers in Kautz (kz.17).

Koch: said by the Keller FSL #35 to be from UC Gross Winterbach?, Kurfalz.

Koch: said by the Kraft FSL #15a to be an orphan in the Krepp {Kaspar} household.

Koch: said by the Kraft FSL #55 to be from UC Wiesbaden, Nassau.

Koch: married Nazarenus {J. Heinrich} in Buedingen 23 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#577).

On 9 Aug 1766 she, with husband, son and father-in-law arrived in Russia, husband said to be from Isenberg (Kulberg 3828). Not found in T. By 29 July 1767 she and {Heinrich}; his sister {A. Margaretha}, and a son had settled at Kutter FSL #67, Nazarenus said to be from Lorbach,
Koch/Kock\footnote{J.Reinhard}: from\footnote{UC} Hessen-Darmstadt \footnote{Landgraviate} married Richterberger\footnote{A.Elisab.} 1 June 1766 in Luebeck \footnote{Mai&Marquardt\#247}. On 9 Aug 1766 Koch\footnote{Reinhard and Elisabeth} with no children arrived in Russia \footnote{Kulberg3871}. Not found in T. By 16 Aug 1767 \footnote{Reinhard & A.Elisabeth} had settled at Mueller FSL \#31, he said to be from\footnote{UC} Alsfeld.

Koch\footnote{Philipp}: single, said (no locality mentioned) by the Neidermonjou FSL \#194 to be from\footnote{UC} Hessen-Darmstadt.

Koch\footnote{Abraham}: said by the Norka FSL \#91 to be from\footnote{UC} Bieber or Biebern. This couple would have died prior to the 1798 census.

Koch\footnote{Adam, younger}: said by the Norka FSL \#61 to be from\footnote{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nk47, 130 and 201.

Koch\footnote{Adam, elder}: said by the Norka FSL \#129 to be from\footnote{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 possibilities see Mai1798: Nr42, 41 and Ko28?

Koch\footnote{Friedrich}: said by the Norka FSL \#156 to be from\footnote{UC} Hessen (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: M126, Nk136, and possibly Nk42 and 41?

Koch\footnote{Johannes}: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL \#25 to be from\footnote{UC} Graben. For 1798 see Mai1798: Om27, 47.

Koch\footnote{Irenfrid}: said by the Paulskaya FSL \#28 to be from\footnote{UC} Balingen.

Koch\footnote{Agnessa}: said by the Philippsfeld FSL \#15a to be an orphan girl in the Tischer household.

Koch\footnote{Friedrich}: said by the Rohleder FSL \#17 to be from\footnote{UC} Oldenburg, Daenemark\footnote{sic for Holstein-Gottorp Duchy} while his wife was said to be from\footnote{UC} Rohnau, Schles?.

Koch\footnote{Georg}: said by the Rohleder FSL \#18 to be from\footnote{UC} Bamberg [Bishopric] with the wife from\footnote{UC} Muenchen, [Kurbayern].

Koch\footnote{A.Margaretha}: in 1798 she was in Schaffhausen the recent widow of Maier\footnote{Philipp} of Schaffhausen previously the widow of a Koch in Zurich; so she and/or this Koch may have been among the Zuerich first settlers.

Koch\footnote{Karl}: he, wife and children are reported to have moved from Schoenchen to Pochachnaja in 1785 (Mai1798: Mv2601); mentioned in no FSL they may have been Schoenchen first settlers?

Koch\footnote{Man}: according to the Buedingen ML a Koch woman from\footnote{UC} Lorbach married in 1766 a Windecker man; by 1767 this couple was in Walter (Mai&Marquardt\#458).

Koch\footnote{Wilhelm}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Warenburg FSL \#51 to be from\footnote{UC} Magdeburg [Durchy]. They surely died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koch\footnote{Johannes}: said by the Warenburg FSL \#16 to be from\footnote{UC} Grossenknetten, [Bremen Duchy]. For 1788 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2982, Wr89, Jo23.

Koch\footnote{Johannes}: said by the Warenburg FSL \#95a to be the widowed father-in-law in the Kraemer\footnote{J.Georg} household. He surely had died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koch\footnote{J. Georg}: said by the Warenburg FSL \#37 to be from\footnote{UC} Perling…?, Schwaben with a Nissen stepson from\footnote{UC} Luxemburg in the household. Spelled Kuch in 1798 (Mai1798: Wr115).

Koch\footnote{Adams}: possible early settlers of Zuerich said to be from\footnote{UC} Eitaksisia? (Lk17). For 1798 see Mai1798: Zr10 ad 46. For 1767 see Tz2405-2413.

Koch\footnote{A. Christina}: in 1766 she married Bamberger\footnote{J. Engelhardt} in Luebeck (KS119, Mai&Marquardt\#172). We could not find this couple in any published FSL.

Koch\footnote{A. Maria}: KS137 says she was 6 yr-old and from Bobenhagen heading for Jag. Poljana. Not identified in any other source.

Koch\footnote{Catharina/Catrina}: married Miliado\footnote{Pascal} 1 July 1766 in Luebeck \footnote{Mai&Marquardt\#114 & KS145}. On 8 Aug 1766 this Miliazzo couple arrived in Russia with no children (Kulberg3978). Later in 1766 Miliazzo\footnote{Pascal & Catrina} took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T5162-5163). Not found in any later source.

Koch\footnote{Christoph}: KS139 says he is from Hersfeld, now in Hesse.

Koch\footnote{Dorothea Christiana}: married Piepenbrinck\footnote{J. Conrad} in Luebeck 14 June 1766 \footnote{(Mai&Marquardt\#167)} KS148 has Piepenbrinck and {Christina}. On 10 Aug 1766 Piepenbrinck\footnote{Conrad & Dorothea} arrived in Russia (Kulberg4315). Later in 1766 Piepenbrinck\footnote{Johann & Dorothea Christiana} took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on
which trip she died (T4450-4451).

Koch {Eliesabeth/Elisabeth;} from UC Eichelsdorff married Koch {Johannes} 3 July 1766 in Buedingen (Mai & Marquardt #728). KS129 & 139 (two entries) has Fauberch near Buedingen, and {Elisabeth}. Not identified in any later source.

Koch {Johann;} KS139 says he left UC Nonnenroth, [Solms-Laubach County] for Russia. I could not find him in any published FSL.

Koch {Johann;} KS:82 & 139 says this party of 3 was from UC Mechlenburg and in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.

Koch {Johannes;} KS139 says he left Sterbfritz. No further information found.

Koch {Johannes;}: married 1 April 1766 Diener {Johannette Margaretha} according to the Buedingen ML; according to FHL (1201842) they are also listed in the marriage records of Herrnhaag, a small village near Buedingen (Mai & Marquardt #468). Not found in Kulberg, in T, or any FSL.

Koch {Johannes;}: from UC Fauberch married Koch {Eliesabeth} 3 July 1766 in Buedingen (Mai & Marquardt #728). KS129 & 139 has Fauberch near Buedingen, and {Elisabeth}. They may have arrived in Russia on 14 Sept 1766 (Johannes & Elisabeth), no children listed, he from UC Laubach (Kulberg 6545). Later in 1766 in Oranienbaum they may have taken transport for the Volga (T7440-7441). Found in no later source.

Koch {J. Heinr.}: brother of the mother who was a godparent at the 13 July 1766 Buedingen baptism of her Jaeckel son (Mai & Marquardt #1213a). Not found in any later source.

Koch {J. Philipp}: married Dobehinder {Catharina} in Luebeck 20 Aug 1766, both from Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] (Mai & Marquardt #288). Not in KS. There was a Koch couple {Philipp & Catharina} who arrived in Russia on 15 Sept 1766 (Kulberg #7264) which may have been them. Not found in T or in any FSL.

Koch {Maria}: married Hebel {Jacob} 10 June 1766 in Rosslau (Mai & Marquardt #1008). KS133 also has {Johann} for him and the wrong year: 1765. Not found in any later source.

Koch {M. Agnesa}: KS125 says she married Discher {Johann} in 1765 in Luebeck. She did marry him there on 1 July 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #170). I did not find them in any later source.

Koch {M. Justina}: wife of Bramm {J. Hinrich} and mother of Bramm {Elisabeth} who was baptized in Luebeck on 21 June 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #1303). This couple later in 1766 took transport from Oranienbaum to the Volga but both mother and daughter died enroute (T1455-1458).

Koch {Peter}: KS139 says he, wife and child left either Bieber or Lohrhaupen near Gelhaisen. Not identified in any other source.

Koch {Philipp}: married in Buedingen 8 April 1766 Schneider {A. Maria} (Mai & Marquardt #493 & KS139). No further information.

Koch: this family name was found recorded in Haiger parish records during the years prior to 1767, in marriage records 1762-1767 for three different places: Herrnhof, Kirburg, and Tann, in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767, and in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see Fliegel trip.

Koch: also see Kuhn.

Kochanow-bei-Gluchow, [Rawa Kreis, Warschau Dept, South Prussia]: aka Erdmannswiller, is 10 miles W of Rawa Mazowiecka, Poland. According to the GCRA which found a Kaul family associated with it, Gluchow was the local Catholic parish. The Lutheran parish of Ilow was, according to Jerry Frank, some 100 km to the N.

Kocher: a knightly canton of the Schwaebish Ritterkreis. It owned more than two dozen small holdings mostly E and NE of Goeppingen, Wuerttemberg Duchy. There were Wuerttemberg Duchy lands both to the E and to the W of the canton, so it would make sense for it to have made arrangements for issuing international travel documents with this much larger power. At least one map labeled the largest area of contiguous Kocher lands as the Rechberg Barony.

Kocheren: see Choren.

Kochin: see Kokon.

Kochstedt: an unidentified place said by the Susannental FSL to be home UC to a Gross family. There were at least 3 Kochstedts in the German-speaking lands.

Kochstedt, [Anhalt-] Dessau [Principality]: is some 2 miles SW of Dessau city and said by the Boaro
FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to Krabe, Krueger and Kruemel families. Said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Krieger family.

Kochstedt?, Wittenberg\textsuperscript{?}: an unidentified place, said by the Galka FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Lorenz family. This might be the same place as the previous entry.

Kochum\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kobenz.

Koebel\textsuperscript{[M. Elisabeth]}: wife of Belger\textsuperscript{FN}[J. Andreas] and mother of Belger\{Christina Eleonora\} who was baptized in Luebeck on 9 May 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#1351). They arrived in Russia on 4 July 1766 (Kulberg\#1433). They are listed in T5666-5671. By June 1767 they had settled in Orlovskaya FSL \#9.

Koebler\textsuperscript{FN}: see Kerber.

Koebel\textsuperscript{[Heinr.]}: KS139 says he left Hammelburg near Wuerzburg with wife and 3 children. Not found in any later source.

Koebeln: an unidentified place which KS154 says this is near Wiesentau in Ober Franken and says this was home\textsuperscript{UC} to Zeberlin\{Anna\} who married Schlegel\{Georg\} in Woehrd 2 June 1766 (KS154).


Koehler\textsuperscript{[Caspar]}: said by the Balzer FSL \#80 to be from Isenburg (no locality indicated). KS139 says he went from\textsuperscript{UC} Offenbach, Isenburg[-Birstein Principality] in 1766 to Balzer. Peter Zinnkann reporting in writing from the Buedingen Archives in 2005 told Alan Cropper of a man with the right name and age who had been born in Buedingen, [Isenburg-Buedingen County] on 12.04.1733 to parents who had come there from the village of Calbach, [Isenburg-Buedingen County].

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the KS:338 to be from Bieselberg, Calw [Amt]. Wuerttemberg. The GCRA verified this origin in Bieselberg church records included among Schoenberg, Neuenburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg, records in FHL \#1056,821 and .823; they found that this family had lived in Bergdorf even though not listed in the official census. See the GCRA book for detail.

Koehler\textsuperscript{[Christian]}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Zuchau. I did not identify this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koehler/Keller\textsuperscript{[J. Christoph]}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Senburg(\?). Spelled Keller in 1776 and 1798 (Mai1798: Mv289,Bx12).

Koehler/Kohler\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Cheisol FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Losen?, [Kur-]Trier, with Hein step-children in the household. Spelled Kohler in 1798 (Mai1798:Gf5).

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: a Luebeck ML said this woman married in 1766 a Westingsheim man; by 1768 this couple was in Galka (Mai\&Marquardt\#211).

Kohler\textsuperscript{[Johannes Sr.]}: Lutheran, from\textsuperscript{UC} Baden-Durlach Margraviate, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. In 1761 his son \{Johannes Jr.\} married Kayser\{Barbara\} after which the parents lived with the younger couple. Before 1775 \{Johannes Jr\} had settled in Grimm (1775 census \#34 (EEE p.482). For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm61.

Koehler/Keller\textsuperscript{[J. Adam]}: said by Kuhlberg\#4943 the Huck FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified). Not identified in any other source.

Koehler/Keller\textsuperscript{[Johannes]}: said by Kuhlberg\#3249 and the Huck FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified). Not identified in any other source.

Koehler/Keller\textsuperscript{[Lorenz]}: said by Kuhlberg\#3111 and the Huck FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not identified). Not identified in any other source.

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Boehmen (no locality mentioned).

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Mergburg, Hessen with a Vollmer wife from\textsuperscript{UC} Langeraltrar.

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: Herr Koehler was said by the Koehler FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Freiburg, Sachsen, and his frau's maiden name was given as Friebel (no origin given).

Koehler\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of frau Klein.

Koehler\textsuperscript{[G. Michael]}: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Reiskirchen?. Spelled Keller in 1798 (Mai1798:Mn26). Bill Pickelhaupt says he found this man's origin.

Koehler/Keller\textsuperscript{[Ludwig]}: On 12 Sept 1766 he & wife \{Juliana\} and 2 children arrived in Russia, he said eto be from Isenberg (Kulberg\#4456). KS139 says he was from Spielberg near
Gelnhausen. Not found in T. By 3 Aug 1767 he, as a widower without children, had settled at Neidermonjou FSL #90, said to be from UC Wittgenborn. Spelled Keller in 1798 (Mai1798:Mv1912,Sf12).

Koehler {Friedrich}: spelled Holler by the Norka FSL and said to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). The family name was Koehler and his wife’s maiden name was said to be Gruen in 1798 (Mai1798:Nr77).

Koehler {Just}: said by the Norka FSL to be a single man living with a Hoelzer family. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr180.

Koehler {Wilhelm}: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Later may have been spelled Keller (Mai1798:Nr202). The maiden name of one of the wives is later said to be Gruen (Mai1798:Nr77). Origin may have been confirmed in Wennings, Isenburg-Birstein by Betty Schmoll.

Koehler {Just}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from UC Fulda.

Koehler {Just}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from UC Hammelburg.

Koehler {Just}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from UC Salmenster, Fulda. Later spelled Keller (Mai1798:Ph06).

Kohler {M. Rosina/ Rosina}: Hirt {Corina} found that this daughter of {Heinrich} married Metz {G. Michael} 25 Sep 1753 in either Windischenbach or Orendelsall (LDS Film #1340255). KS: 82 and 145 say he was in a party of 3 from UC Mechelenburg which in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. By 1775 they had settled in Schilling (1775 census #59), so are likely first settlers there. In 1798 the widowed {Rosina} and offspring were still in Schilling (Mai1798:G60).

Koehler {Adam} {Friedrich}: with wife {Elisabeth} arrived in Russia 15 Sept 1766 (no locality mentioned) to be from Frankfurt-am-Main (Kulbeffgr#5279 p.338). By 12 May 1767 they had settled at Warenburg FSL #93, said to be from UC Frankfurt-am-Main [Imperial City]; with a single young Weber man {Tobias} in the household (#93a). They surely died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koehler {Anton} {Franz}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Gerlachsheim, Kurpfalz [sic?]. For 1798 maybe see Mai1798:St7?

Koehler {Franz}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Reichenbach, Erbach [County], with stepson Metzger {Johann} in the household.

Koehler: KS137 says he left Friedrichshuette near Lubach and Giessen. Not identified in any other source.

Koehler {A. Catharina/Katharina}: married Weyssenstein {J. Kaspar} in Luebeck 29 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#204). KS163 has Weissenstein and {Katharina}. On 10 Aug 1766 {Johann}, his mother {A. Maria} and his wife {Catharina} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg#4395). Later in 1766 this Weissenheim family group of 3 took transport in Oranienschul for Russia, on which trip a daughter was born and died as did the wife (T4094-4097). Not found in any published FSL.

Koehler {A. Marg.}: KS139 says she left Laubach near Giessen. No further information.

Koehler {A. Catharina}: born in Pfalz married Wentzel {Adam} in Luebeck 17 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#261). No further information.

Koehler {A. Elisabeth}: was a god parent at the 14 July 1766 Luebeck baptism of {M. Elisabeth} daughter of Honig {J. Peter} and Notthaering {M. Elisabeth} both of Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate (Mai&Marquardt#1322). No further information.

Koehler {Caspar}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been from UC Altheim (Lk30). Not found in any FSL and I could not find them or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

Koehler {Christoph}: was a witness at the 30 April 1766 Woedrd Ahm-Andrese wedding of Ahm {Joh.} and Andrese [Marg.]. Not found in any later source.

Koehler {Conrad}: was a god parent at the 14 July 1766 Luebeck baptism of {M. Elisabeth} daughter of Honig {J. Peter} and Notthaering {M. Elisabeth} both of Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate (Mai&Marquardt#1322). No further information.

Koehler {Johannes}: in Buedingen on 18 March 1766 married Aut {A. Elisabetha}
Koehler {Marg.}: KS139 says she, the widow of {Peter}, in 1765 left either Bieber or Lohrhaupen near Gelhaisen. Not identified in any other source.

Koehler {Michael}: KS139 says he, wife and 2 children, in 1765 left either Bieber or Lohrhaupen near Gelhaisen. Not identified in any other source.

Koehler {Nicolaus}: from¹°C Laubach married Krafft {Catharina} 1 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#445); they were not found in any published FSL or in T.

Koehler¹¹C: (aka Karaulney Buyerak, Karaulnoi-Buyerak, or Karaulny-Bujerak) is a Catholic German village founded in 1767 on the western side of the Volga. Its FSL is now published in Pleve, Einwanderung ..., vol.II, pp. 359-383. According to this, the first settlers were from the following places {italics indicate information from the Kuhlberg list} with the family names shown here in parentheses. Other spellings of family names, usually from later sources are in square brackets. Verified origin information is in red. The number with the family name is their FSL household number:

- from Alt Simmern, Baden: (Siebert75, and possibly Eberle75);
- from Aschaffenburg: (Baumann16, Frick45, Heiss[Geiss]9, Thomae84, and possibly Heick45a, Hubert9 and Litz16);
- from Binau: (Bauer71 and possibly Staud71);
- from Bonn: (Weissheim90);
- from Braunfels: (Walter66);
- from Brueckenau: (Imher[Emger]62);
- from Brueckenau, Fulda: (Macht60, and possibly Wisgemann60);
- from Danzig: (Bruhl[Prot/Brohl]22, and possibly Kujak22);
- from Eger, Oesterreich: (Gareis[Geris]6, and possibly Bernhardt66 and Wagner6a);
- from Erbach: (Just24, and possibly Bettenheuser24);
- from Esse?, Frankreich: (Pelletier[Bollender]47);
- from Ewo?, Frankreich: (Libie92);
- from Franken: (Firgeiling95);
- from Freiburg: (Brueckmann[Brickmann]74);
- from Freiburg, Sachsen: (Koehler1, and possibly Friebell1);
- from Gemuenden-am-Main: (Reisch46, and possibly Kuemmel46);
- from Gemuenden-am-Main, Wuerzburg: (Kirchgessner47, Klein61, and possibly Koehler61 and Schmidtlein61a);
- from Geratshofen?: (Hartmann83, and possibly Burgard83);
- from Gruenau, Mainz: (Bettenhaueuser[Bettinheiser]93);
- from Hammelburg, Wuerzburg: (Leinecker42, and possibly Weber42);
- from Hanau: (Gruen69);
- from Herbststein: (Leister32, and possibly Werz[Merz]32);
- from Herbststein, Fulda: (Ruhl30,33,34, Schneider4,30,31, Trin[Trinak]3, and possibly Hein31, and Fleischer31);
- from Insburg: (Edel77);
from Kirchberg, Baden: (Leonhard)[Leonardt]80, and possibly Weilinger80; from Laubach: (Die7); from Liebstedt, Preussen: (Mueller27); from Lohr: (Urich28, and possibly Hoffmann28); from Mamberg?, Mainz: (Fuchs58, and possibly Demerlin58); from Mannheim: (Pretz[Bretz]65, and possibly Roemer65); from Miltenberg: (Helbert[Gelfert]70, and possibly Hornung70); from Mondsee, Ungarn: (Weinzettel)[Weinzel]39, and possibly Weinbera39); from Mondsee?, Oesterreich: (Zag23); from Montabauer, Trier: (Freiberger5, and Walter5); from Mosbach: (Reigert86); from Nida, Darmstadt: (Rosenbach[Rosebach]52, and possibly Schiebler52); from Olmuetz?, Oesterreich: (Lang89, and possibly Egner89); from Orb: (Bishammer)[Beisheimer]50, Imhof[Imhoff]55, and possibly Rupp50 and Seibel55); from Picardie, Frankreich: (Loss78); from Posen, Polen: Weimann26); from Rekogoberingt?, Frankreich: (Kilian72 and possibly Pichl72); from Rumstadt?: (Rueckert[Rikert/Reichert]82) and possibly Tropp[Trapp]82; from Salmuenster: (Bergeritz88, Huber[Hubert]53,54, Klug44, Schmidt49,56, Seipel[Seibel]49, and possibly Wahl54); from Seligenstadt, Mainz: (Dreschler[Drechseler]11) and possibly Wilhelm11); from Steinhein, Mainz: (Froschhauer[Froschhauer]81, Schilling73, and possibly Trab[Trapp]81); from Strassburg, Frankreich: (Mathien8); from Wertheim: (Glueck40, Hartwig[Haertwig]17, and possibly Heger40 and Heindorf17); from Worms: (Preis25, Warle91, and possibly Herrmann91); from Wuerzburg: (Lechner64 and possibly Ganz64).

Koehlermann: said by the Schuck FSL to be from UC Suhl, [Kur-]Sachsen. Spelled Kellermann in 1788 (Mai1798:Mv2628). This Kellermann married a Wagner woman in Rossau in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#935).

Koehn: M. Elisabeth): she married Juergens[J.Jacob] in Luebeck 30 April 1765 and he is in Die Luebecker Traulisten (Mai&Marquardt#9). Not found in any published FSL.


Koelin: Heinz): KS:82 and 139 say this party of 4 was from UC Kiel and in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.

Koelle: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:670) with no origin, and KS:337 incorrectly said they were from UC Schwieberdingen, Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wurttemberg. Using FHL(1,340,145) the GCRA proved origin in Heuchstaetten, Heidenheim [Amt], Wurttemberg. See their book for more detail. Also spelled Kelle.

Koellermeier/Koellermeister/Koellermeyer: (Petrus): The Buedlingen says he married Fick[M.Magdalena] there on 28 May 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#837). KS139 says his name was Koellermeier/Koellermeyer and hers was Fich. Not found in any later source.

Koellermeyer: go to Koellermeier.

Koellmer: see Coellmer.

Koeln: see Koeln.

Koeln: said by the Holstein FSL to be from UC Meimersdorf. Later spelled Koeln.

Koeln, aka Cologne, this could refer to the independent city state (called a free imperial city) from 1288 to 1794, located on the Rhine, 94 miles NW of Frankfurt-am-Main, or to a large Electorate (Kurkoeln) holding very extensive lands. Said (no locality mentioned) by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be home UC to Delp and Sauerwald families. Said (no locality mentioned) by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home UC to Hell and Weber families. Said (no locality given) by Kuhlberg to be home UC to the Spithof step-son of the Job family listed in the Keller FSL. Said
(no locality given) by the Mariental FSL to be home U to the wife (no maiden name given) of Herr Weber; in the 1798 Mariental census she seems now to be Frau Diehl and her maiden name is given as Gantz (Mail1798:Mt42).

Koelner FN: see Kelner.

Koelschhausen, Solms-Braunfels Principality: is 12 km N of Braunfels city and 11 km NW of Wetzlar city. Using parish records, Joan Knizek proved the origins of the Goetz family back into the 1600s. Said by KS124 to be home to Clossen (Wilhelm); whom I have not been able to find in any FSL or in Mail1798. Also see Hirschhausen.

Koenig FN [J.Leonhard]: son of [J.Nicolaus] of Walbach, Breubach Condo married in Buedingen 3 June 1766 Schaeffer [A.Margaretha] from Erbach (Mai&Marquardt#677). KS140 has her as Scheffer. On 29 Aug 1766 [J.Leonhard & A.Christina] with 4 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Erbach going to the Ukraine (Kulberg5133). He said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from Erbach (no locality mentioned).

Koenig FN [Christian]: said by the Boaro FSL to be from Quellendorf, Dessau. Spelled Koenig in 1798 (Mail1798:Bx32,Bo12).

Koenig FN [Jakob]: said by the Boregard FSL #15 to be from Holzheim. A Luebeck ML says [J.Jakob] married on 2 Oct 1765 Schmidt (Marianna) from Kurpfalz (Mai&Marquardt#1767). In 1798 he was living in Boregard (Mail1798Bo17).

Koenig FN [Christian]: said by the Boregard FSL to be from Potsdam.

Koenig FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be from Achenbach. For 1798 see Mai1798:Er11 where the maiden name of his frau is given as Gruen (Catharina).

Koenig FN: said by the Jost FSL to be from Sangerhausen, Sachsen.

Koenig FN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from Nordhausen, Thuringen.

Koenig FN: two families said by the Koehler FSL to be from Fulda (no locality given), and one frau’s maiden name was given as Schaefer while the other’s was given as Otterpein (no origin given for either).

Koenig FN: said by the Kratzke FSL to be from Torgau, Sachsen.

Koenig FN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from Paris. For 1798 see Mai1798:Lz19 and maybe Om64 and 76?. In 1798 the maiden name of the wife seems to have been given as both Rutz and Mink?.

Koenig FN: said by the Reinhard FSL to be from Sachsen-Altenburg [Duchy], no locality mentioned. I could not find him in Mai1798.

Koenig FN [Jakob]: on 10 Aug 1766 he & (Catharina) arrived in Russia, he said to be from Nordhausen (Kulberg4361). KS140 says he came from Michelbach, Kurmainz to Semenovka, Not found in T. By 24 July 1766 he and (Katharina) with no children had settled at Roethling/Semenovka FSL #17, he said to be from Michelbach, Kurmainz.

Koenig FN: said by the 1798 Wittman census to be the maiden name of frau Lichtenstein (Mail1798:Wm27). See Lichtenstein of Paulskaya.

Koenig: KS139 says he was from Wahlen near Heppenheim. Not found in any other source.

Koenig [Andreas Jacob]: married Neumann (Catharina Dorothea) 8 April 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt#917 & KS147). KS140 has (Katharina) and incorrectly, 1765. On 10 Aug 1766 [Jacob & Catharina] with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Nordhausen (Kulberg4361). Later in 1766 [Andreas & Dorothea], Lutherans with one child took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T4433-4434). Not found in any later source.

Koenig [Nicolaus]: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been from Andorf? (Lk84). For 1767
Koeppe, Koenitz, Koenigshofen, Koenigsheim County: was the master joiner in [K.]-Mainz (K5447). Not found in any FSL and I could not find them or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

Koenigstein, Tauberbischofsheim, Kurmainz: was home to Stang[Sebastian] a first settler in Volmer (FSL #36).

Koenigsbach: this may well have been Koenigsbach-an-der-Weinstrasse. EEE p.472 says Koenigsbach may have been home to Keyser/Kayser[ Johannes] who settled first in Denmark and then in Riebensdorf.

Koenigsbach, Pforzheim [Amt], Baden: said by both the 1858 Neudorf census (#236) and KS:380 to have been home to Mueller [Jakov].

Koenigsbach, [Pabianice?], South Prussia: nka Bukowice?, Poland 13 miles E of Pabianice? The GCRA found some evidence that the Legler family that settled in Neudorf was here in 1804. They also found it associated with Barth and Raschez/Rometsh families in 1803.

Koenigsberg: an unidentified place said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be home to Gross/Grauss and Kehlmann families. Said by the Boregard FSL to be home to the Hartmann[Just] family. Said by Kulberg to be home to Gross[ Johann+w+1c]. Said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home to a Schwarz family. Said by the Paulskaia FSL to be home to a Schwert family. Said by the Shcherbakovka FSL to be home to Kagel and May families. There were at least 11 Koenigsbergs in the Germanies.

Koenigsberg: said by the Seelmann FSL to be home to a Milter family. Kuhlberg said this one was in Preussen.

Koenigsberg, Brandenburg: is about 5 miles E of Magdeburg city, and said by the Laub FSL to be home to a Bitter family.

Koenigsberg, Darmstadt: is some 6 miles NNE of Wetzler city, and said by the Laub FSL to be home to a Bruck family, and possibly to a Kous family.

Koenigsberg, Preussen: this was Koenigsberg-im-Neumark and is now Chojna, Poland, some 53 miles NE of Berlin. Said by the Frank FSL this was home to a Dietrich family. Said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home to a Glauwitz family. Said by the Laub FSL to be home to a Wikster family. Said by the Reinwald FSL to be home to the Billinger[Heinrich] family. Said by the Schwed FSL to be home to Gross and Huen as well as frau Rosinski.

Koenigsberg County: a small scattered country mostly to the W of Aulendorf town.

Koenigsheim, [Kurmainz]: is 4 km WSW of Tauberbischofsheim city and was said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be home to a Trautwein family. Rosemary Larson reports that LDS films 1044554 and 1044556 are Familienbuchs for Koenigsheim covering the period 1630-1785.

Koenigshofen: an unidentified place said by the Kamenka FSL to be home to a Kessler family. There are several places by this name in Germany.

Koenigshofen, Nassau[-Usingen Principality]: is some 6.5 miles NNE of Wiesbaden city, and place said by the Brabander FSL to be home to a Mertz family. Said by the Keller FSL to be home to a Gorgie family, and possibly a Riegelhof family.

Koenigshuld, Poland: an unidentified place which the GCRA said was NE of Warsaw and was associated with a Kammerer family in 1804. According to Marie Dallas this place is now called Papiro Duca, Poland which is 62 miles NE of Warsaw city centre.

Koenigstein, Kurmainz: is Koenigstein-im-Taunus is some 12 miles NE of Mainz city. See also Koenigstein.

Koenigstein: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be home to a Eckermann family. There are at least 4 Koenigstein in Germany.

Koenigstein, Kurmainz: is Koenigstein-im-Taunus some 12 miles NE of Wiesbaden city.

Koenitz: an unidentified place said by Kulberg to be home to a Gottfried+wife+4 kids.

Koenschner[ Johann]: from Voitland married the widow Weiler[A. Sophia] 2 Sept 1766 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#219 & KS140). Not found in any later source.

Koepe[ J. Moritz]: was the master joiner in Dessau who purchased the house of departing colonist Haupt[Gotfried] (Mai&Marquardt#1083).

Koeppen: go to Kepp.

Koepfingen[ Wurtemberg Duchy] [sic?]: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be home to a Lutz family. The only Koepfingen I can find is 7 km NE of Ravensburg city and was
in the 1760s not in Wuerttemberg but either was in Habsburgian lands or in the lands of the Weingarten Imperial Abbey.

Koerber/Kober{Andreas}\textsuperscript{FN}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Wuerttemberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Scheswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. In 1764 he married Holzward\textsuperscript{Catharina Barbara}. In March 1765 with wife and 2 children he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE pp. 481-482). By July 1766 they were settled in Reinwald FSL #3 which said he was from\textsuperscript{UC} Mannheim, Kurpfalz, with a Holzward step-son in the household at 3a. I could not find any Koerber family members in Mai1798.

Koerber{Andreas}\textsuperscript{FN}: his wife was said by the Reinwald FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kleingartach?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy].

Koerber/Kober{Hans Georg}: son of \{Andreas\}. By July 1766 he was settled in Reinwald FSL #35 which said hr was from\textsuperscript{UC} Heilbronn [Imperial City] (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Rw33, 23 and 27.

Koerber\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Schaefer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kaiserslautern, Kurpfalz. For 1798 see Mai1798:St30 and possibly Gf12?

Koerich\textsuperscript{FN}, Luxemburg [Duchy]: is 14 km NW of Luembour city and was said by the Seelmann FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to Weber\{Heinrich\} and \{Johannes\} families.

Koerner\textsuperscript{FN}: according to the 1798 census this was the maiden name of frau Ziegemann of Hoelzel (Mai1798:Hz9).

Koerner\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Kerner and Kirner.

Koernmeier\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the 1798 Mariental census to be the maiden name of Meier of\textsuperscript{UC} Hohenburg's wife (Mai1798:Mi53).

Kooper\{Valentin\}: KS140 with wife Kilian\{A.Marg.\} and 5 children he left Altheim near Dieburg for Russia. No further information.

Kilian\{A.Marg.\}: KS140 with husband Kooper\{Valentin\} and 5 children she left Altheim near Dieburg for Russia. No further information.

Koessler\{Heinrich\}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records record that born in Schierau, Dessau 43 years old with his 30-yr old wife born in Marke, Dessau and 3 children he left for Russia in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1104). On 4 July 1766 this Lutheran Kessler man, with wife \{Dorothea\} and one daughter arrived in Russia (Kulberg1278). No further information.

Koesler\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Hessler.

Koesslin\textsuperscript{GL}, Prussian Pomerania is some 100 miles W of Gdansk, Poland; see Shodlins.

Koestrich\textsuperscript{GL}, Hessen-Darmstadt: see Kestrich.

Koethen\textsuperscript{GL}: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Reisch family and possibly to a Deringer family. Kuhlberg said [probably mistakenly] that this was in the state of Neustadt.

Koethen\textsuperscript{GL}, Stollberg: an unidentified place, said by the Doenhof FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Schwab family. Said by the Krasnoyarskiy FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Beller family.

Koethen\textsuperscript{GL}: This town, some 16 miles N of Halle, Sachsen-Anhalt, was the seat of Anhalt-Koethen Principality. The name Koethen usually was used as a short name for Anhalt-Koethen Principality, which see.

Koetteritzsch\textsuperscript{GL}, Kursachsen: see Koteritz.

Kofent \textsuperscript{FN}, said by the Boregard FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Erlach, Brandenburg. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koffeld\textsuperscript{GL}: an unidentified place said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Werner family. This may have been Kofeld some 5 miles SE of Ravensburg city, probably in Habsburgian lands.

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Basel, Schweiz.

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Mainz (no locality mentioned).

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Utrecht.

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Laub FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kundenschburg?, Hessen-Kassel.

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Frankfurt-an-der-Oder, Preussen.

Kohl\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Graefenroda, [Sondershausen-Ruolstadt County?]. The maiden name of frau Kohl is given as Feder in 1798 (Mai1798:Om10).

Kohl\{Max\}: KS140 says he left Mettenheim near Worms to go to Russia. Found in no other source.

Kohlbeck\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Regensburg.
Kohlberg\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Kraft FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Praizio(\textemdash\?), Preussen.

Kohlenberg\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Preuss FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Goettingen/Keddingen, Hesse-Kassel.

Kohler\textsuperscript{FN}: go to Kochler.

Kohlmann and Kollman interfiled here:

Kollmann\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Goebel FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Karburgheis(\textemdash\?), Wuertzburg.

Kohlmann\textsuperscript{FN}\{Christoph Daniel\}: \{Christoph\} a single young man arrived in Russia 4 July 1766, said to be from Dessau (Kulberg1295). said by the Paulskaya FSL #59 to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Dessau (no locality mentioned).

Kohlmann\{Madg\}: this widow of Kohlmann\{Anton\} married Held\{G.Heinrich\} in Woehrd 7 May 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#807 & KS134). On 12 Sept 1767 Held\{Heinrich & Magdalena\} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Schwaben (Kulberg4738). Later in 1766 this couple took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T3993-3994). By 17 Aug 167 they had settled at Paulskaya FSL #42, he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Ansbach(?). I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Kohlmann/Kohlman\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Rohleder FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Pfalz-Zweibruechen [Duchy] (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see (Mai1798:Rl30, Sf30). Also spelled Kohlman in 1798 (Mai1798:Rl10). His wife may have been a Paul, see Mai1798:Hr01.

Kohlmann\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the 1798 Schaefer census to be the maiden name for frau Mueller\{J.Conrad\} (Mai1798:Sf2).

Kollmann/Kohlmann/Kolner\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Schuck FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Alzey, Kurpfalz. In 1794 and 1798 spelled Kohlmann and Kolner? (Mai1798:Mv2644,Su29\{where the wife’s maiden name is given as Schmidt\},24,27 and P94.

Kohlmann\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Kohlmeier.

Kohler\textsuperscript{FN}: according to the Bauer FSL there was a Kohler stepson living in the Heningers who were from\textsuperscript{UC} Michelstad, Kurpfalz. I could not find him in Mai1798.

Kohlmeier/Killmeyer\textsuperscript{FN}\{Jakob/Jakob\}: married Prister\{Mar. Christina\} in Rossau 28 May 1765 (Mai\&Marquardt\#855). KS138 has \{M.Christina\}. Not found in Kolberg or in T. By 10 June 1766 they with his brother and one child had settled at Graf FSL #21, he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Heilbronn, Kurmainz.

Kohlmeier/Kohlmann\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Zerbst (no locality indicated). In 1798 the family name was spelled Kohlmann (Mai1798:Pl34).

Kohner\textsuperscript{FN}: see Kochler.

Kohn\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Kopp\{Theobald\}.

Kokon/Kochin: said by both versions of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be the daughter of frau Stuckart by her first marriage (p. 29). Kromm gives the alternate Kochin spelling.

Kol\{Elizabeth\}\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the 1798 Balzer census to be the maiden name of frau Steinpreis (Mai1798:Bz69).

Kolb/Kolp\textsuperscript{FN}\{Wilhelm\}: of the Reformed faith, from\textsuperscript{UC} Kaerenthal, Mannheim Oberamt, Kurpfalz, arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. With wife \{Kristina\} and 2 daughters in April 1765 he requested permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.484). By March 1766 they were settled in Balzer FSL #34 which said he was from\textsuperscript{UC} Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). This couple surely died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.

Kolb\{Jakob\}: KS140 says he left Schuechtern for Russia. Found in no other source.

Kolb\{Philipp\}: KS140 says he left Kurpfalz in 1766, going to Balzer. Found in no other source.

Kolb\textsuperscript{FN}: this family lived some time in Glueckstal and was said by KS:339 to be from Untergruppenbach, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg. The GCRA proved this origin using FHL 1,860,469. See their book for detail.

Kolb\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Kolb FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Ruesselsheim, Hessenburg(?).

Kolb\{Martin\}: Lutheran from\textsuperscript{UC} Rapolshofen near Neustadt married in Woehrd 7 May 1766 Bittenberger\{Ursula\} (Mai\&Marquardt\#804). KS140 says the place was Rapolshofen near Gaidolf in Wuerttemberg. On 12 September 1766 they arrived in Russia (Kulberg5830). Later in 1766 they took transport to go to the Volga (T6288-6290). By September 1767 they had settled in Laub FSL #56 which said he was from\textsuperscript{UC} Rapolshofen bei Neustadt an der Aisch, Bayreuth.
Kolb/Kolbien {M.Catharina}: married Sievert {Daniel} in Luebeck 28 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#112 & KS158). Not found in any later source.

Kolb FN: this family name was found recorded both in Herborn and in Kirburg marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Kolb GL, dem Fuerstentum Waldeck: an unidentifed place said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to a single young Kelber man.

Kolb VV: (aka Peskovatka, Peskowatka) is a Lutheran German village on the western side of the Volga. Its FSL is now published in Pleve, Einwanderung …, vol.II, pp. 385-392. According to this, the first settlers were from the following places with the family names shown here in parens. Verified corrections are in red. The number with the name is their household number in the FSL:

from Alsbach, Hessen-Darmstadt: (Walter14);
from Bayreuth: (Eckart15);
from Bruchkoebel, Hanau: (Pfeifer1b);
from Duderstadt, Sachsen: (Schielrew?19);
from Duerkheim, Hessen-Darmstadt: (Walter26);
from Erbach, Falkenstein: (Bauer8);
from Gerbersheim(?), Hanau: (Rein9);
from Heckeberg(?), Hanau: (Arnst27);
from Heimweiler(?), Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter(?): (Bart7, Henkel4, Schreiner23);
from Kronberg, Zweibruecken: (Wenz28, 29);
from Landsendorf, Braunfels: (Scheuermann30);
from Langenbach, Isenburg: (Mai25);
from Langensalza, Sachsen: (Reuber2);
from Langensalzberg, Isenburg: (Thiel16, 17, 18);
from Lindheim, Hessenburg(?): (Adam1a);
from Luetzelhausen, Hanau: (Wilhelm20);
from Oberdarmstadt, Hessen-Darmstadt: (Wuerttemberger4);
from Obersdorf, Kurpfalz: (Minch16a);
from Regensburg: (Pluemerdorf17a);
from Rossbach(?), Hanau: (Schmidt32);
from Ruesselsheim, Hessenburg(?): (Adler12, Betz11, Kolb1);
from Sandau, Brandenburg: (Kanzler5);
from Sankt-Thomas, Falkenstein: (Becker10, Dorn3);
from Sprendlingen: (Mueller22 and perhaps Stellwag22a);
from Strassburg, Frankkeich: (Teige24);
from Weilmuenster, Weilburg: (Paul31);
from Weissenbach, Hessen-Kassel: (Rupp21).

Kolba GL, [Neustaedter Kreis, Kursachsen]; is some 13 miles ENE of Saalfeld city, and said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Guenter family.

Kolberg FN: said by the Enders FSL to be a widow who had married a Kifler? and to be from UC Durlach.

In 1798 her maiden name was said to be Riesch (Mail798:En12).

Kolberg [Colberg] GL, [Cammin Principality], Preussen: is some 138 miles E of Rostock and now called Kolobrzeg, Poland. Said by the Enders FSL to be homeUC to a Kaiser family. Said by the Mariental FSL to be homeUC to a Marquart family.

Kolberg [Colberg], Preussich Pommern: said by the Urbach FSL to be homeUC to frau Herbst/widow Lehmann. This is the same place as the previous entry.

Kolbien: go to Kolb.

Kolbinger GL, Tuttlingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 6 miles NE of Tuttlingen city; the GCRA could not find the Zink immigrant to Bergdorf there. See their book for details.

Kolbow? Amt, Mecklenburg-[Schwerin Duchy]: is 30 km SSE of Schwerin city and was said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be homeUC to the Bossel family.

Kolbsheim, Elsass: is 13 km W of Strauburg city center said to be home to Rapp {J.Michael} who married Heilbrunn {Veronica} in Friedberg 26 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#294).

Kolding: is 12 miles SW of Fridericia. EEE p.573 reported Attich {Elisabeth} married
Sauerbrey/Sauerbrei{Jacob} here in December 1760.

Kollen{FN}; see Kolkepp.

Kolgetin{FN}; see Kolkepp.

Kolgst{FN}; see Kolkepp.

Kolheim{GL}, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Keller FSL to be home to an Ulrich family.

Koliwek: KS140 says he left Fuerth now in Bayern going to Mariental. Not found in any other source.

Kolkepp{FN}: said by the Seelmann FSL to be from Hecken, Kurmainz[?]. Spelled variously Kolgst/Kolgetin/Kollen in 1788 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2711 and Nk17).

Kollar{FN}: said by the Degott FSL to be from Schlehtstadt, Elssas. For 1798 see Mai1798: Dg07.

Kollar/Coller{Cunigunda/Kunigunde}: married Schmidt{Georg Paulus} in Luebeck 19 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#105). They arrived in Russia 12 Sept 1766 (Kulbeck4743). I could not find them in any later source.

Koller{GS}: an unidentified country. See Sunstorfelt.

Kollmann: interfiled with the Kohlmann folk.

Kollmar{GL}, Elag(?): an unidentified place said by the Bauer FSL to be home to a Matle? family. There is a Kollmar, Schleswig-Holstein some 24 miles NW of Hamburg city center.

Kollner{FN}: said by the Katharinensstadt FSL to be from Stuttgart, Wurttemberg.

Kolmer{FN}; also see Kollmann.

Koloschgev, Poland: aka Koloschgev; an unidentified place which the GCRA found associated with a Lang family.

Koloschgev, Posen: aka Koloschgev?

Kolp{FN}: see Kolb.

Kolpino{SN}, popularly known as the Achtundvierziger Kolonie, was a village in Neu-Saratowa parish east of St. Petersburg (Gieg1).

Kolseibt{J.Ludwig}: KS140 says he left Marjoss near Schluechtern for Russia. Found in no other source.

Kolshausen, Krzepice, South Prussia: aka Kuhlhausen.

Kommann{Georg,Peter}: listed in the 1798 Seelmann census (Sm14, 21 and 53) but I could not find them in any FSL.

Kommers{FN}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from Halle, Brandenburg. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Kompers{FN}: said to be the maiden name of Frau Grimm{Heinrich Ulrich Gottfried}.

Konrad{FN}{Adam}: said: no locality mentioned. by the Brabander FSL to be from Luxembourg.

Konrad{FN}{Jacob}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from Zirndorf, Wuerzburg [Bishopric]:.

Konrad{FN}: said by the Goebel FSL to be from Kleinsteinhausen, Mainz. There is a suggestion that this man’s last name may have been Will (Mai&Marquardt#392).

Konrad{FN}: said by the Kano FSL to be from Willingen?.

Konrad{FN}: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from Kanth, Schlesien. Probably spelled Konradi?

In 1798 and the maiden name of the wife may have been given as Bartezaan (Mai1798:Om12?)

Konrad{FN}: said by the Orlovskaia FSL to be from Woerlitz, Dessau.

Konrad{FN}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from Arnstein. Kuhlberg gives the state as Wuerzburg.

Konrad/Konradi{FN}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from Wuerzburg no locality indicated. Later spelled Konradi (Mai1798:Pf36).

Konrad{Christian}: KS:82 and 140 say this party of 3 was from Ebling and in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.

Konrad{FN}{Jakob}: KS140 says his party of 4 left Woeschbach near Karlsruhe going to Semenowka. On 13 Sept 1766 Conrad{Jacob} catholic from Zweibruecken with wife {A.Maria} and sons {J.Heinrich} 17, {Nicolaus} 12.5 and {J.Peter} 12, had settled at Semenowka FSL # 27, he said to be from
Konstanz/Constans
Konschuh/Konschu
Koop
Kopenhagen
Kopenhagen
Konz
Koops
Konradi
Konrad
Konschu/Konsstuch/Konschu
Konradi
Konradsdorf, Stolberg-Gedern:
Konschu
Konstanz
Konstantinopol
Konstantinopol, Tuerkei: nka as Istanbul and said by the Husaren FSL to be from UC to Anastas and Stanow/Stanov/Stan/Stamm families.
Konstanz/Constanz [Just/Jost Hinrich]: on 16 June 1766 in Luebeck he was a godfather at the baptism of Buedenbinder (Georg Hinrich) (Maia&Marquardt#1301). With wife (Anna), 5 children and wife’s sister (Sophia) he arrived in Russia 25 July 1766, he said to be from Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] (Kulberg#2518). Not found in T. By 12 May 1767 with 4 of the children they had settled at Warenburg FSL #90, he said to be from UC Alten Buseck, [Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ph33.

Konschu/Konschuh/Christoph: with wife (A.Catharina) and son (J.Daniel) 3, he arrived in Russia 13 Sept 1766, he said to be from Hanau [County] (Kulberg6283). Later in 1766 this Konschuh family arrived in Russia (T4816-4818). By 16 Sept 1767 Konschu with wife (Katharina) and son (J.Daniel) had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #2, he said to be from Ortenburg, Hanau. For likely 1798 see Mai1798:St36.

Konschu/Konschuh: widower and son (J.Daniel) 24, had arrived in Russia, the father said to be from Hanau [County] (Kulberg6286). Later in 1766 these two took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T6931-6932). By 16 Sept 1767 Konschuh was living in the household of his married son (J.Daniel) who with wife (Dorothea) had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #4, he said to be from Ortenburg. Said by the Stumpp version of the FSL to be from UC Ortenburg in the Buedingen and/or Stockheim region.

Konsstuch: go to Konschuh.

Konstantinopol, Tuerkei: nka as Istanbul and said by the Husaren FSL to be from UC to Anastas and Stanow/Stanov/Stan/Stamm families.

Konstanz/Constanz [Just/Jost Hinrich]: on 16 June 1766 in Luebeck he was a godfather at the baptism of Buedenbinder (Georg Hinrich) (Maia&Marquardt#1301). With wife (Anna), 5 children and wife’s sister (Sophia) he arrived in Russia 25 July 1766, he said to be from Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] (Kulberg#2518). Not found in T. By 12 May 1767 with 4 of the children they had settled at Warenburg FSL #90, he said to be from UC Alten Buseck, [Hessen-Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ph33.

Konstanz/GG: this could refer either to the Imperial City or to the Bishopric; the Imperial City held scarcely more land than the city occupied, while the Bishopric held lands to the W of the city on the opposite shore, to the NW of the city, and to the W of the city on the eastern shore. Said by the Keller FSL to be from UC to an Eklich? family. Said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be home UC to a Schenck man.

Konstanz/GL: Schwaben: aka Constance, is some 56 miles south of Reutlingen, on the Swiss border, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home UC to a Wilhelmi family. This must be the same as the previous entry, with Schwaben being used as a geographical descriptor rather than a political entity.

Konstanz/GL: Kurtrier: is 4 miles SW of Trier city, and said by the Keller FSL to be home UC to a Folop? family.

Koop: may have been an early settler of Zuerich said to be from UC Kelberbein? (Lk159). May have been spelled Koops? in 1798 (Mai1798:Zr10??).

Koops [GN]: see Koop.

Kopen: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Enzheim with an In 1798 the family name was spelled Kopstun? and the wife’s maiden name was given as Tairnov? (Mai1798:Pl14).

Kopenhagen [GL]: said by the Kraft FSL to be home UC to a Heimz family. Said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be home UC to a Wettermann family. Said by KS124 to be home to Danielson [Oge] who left in 1764 with his wife and a child; I did not find them in any published FSL. Must be the same as the next entry

Kopenhagen, Daenemark [Kingdom]: said by the Degott FSL to be home UC to a Leonhard family. Said by the Dinkel FSL to be home UC to a Christian family. Said by the Enders FSL to be home UC to a Petersen family. Said by the Graf FSL to be home UC to a Laaber family. Said by the Kamenka FSL to be home UC to Rekowski/Rekowsky, and Schwindt families. Said by the
Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Wettermann family. Said by the Merkel FSL to be homeUC to an Elbach family. Said by the Schaefer FSL to be homeUC to the Christiansen family. Said by the Schwed FSL to be homeUC to a Neumann widow. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to an Adelhof bachelor and to a Howald widower.

KopenkaVV: a Russian name for VolmerVV.

Kopf{Christoph}: his widow (now remarried) and daughter were said by the Huck FSL to be living in the Dietz [Ballhaus] household said to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality or country indicated).

KopfFN: see Kopp.

KopfjonkaVV: a Russian name for VolmerVV.

Koponwuen(?){Christoph}: Wuerzburg, Bavaria: an unidentified place said by the Roethling FSL to be homeUC to an Oberst family.

Kopp/Kopf{Christian}: KS140 lists him with no information. Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 20 July 1767 with wife Elisabeth he had settled at Krasnoyar FSL #92, he said to be fromUC Alsfeld, Darmstadt.

Kopp{Theobald}: Kulberg5472 says this Kopf man was fromUC Pfalz and arrived at Oranienbaum in 1766. A probable Zug first settler said by Recruiter Beauregard’s 1768 list (Lk145) to have been fromUC Kelberbein?. Also spelled Kohn in 1798 when his given name was spelled Deboldus (Mai1798:Zg15). Kuhlberg said this was in Pfalz.

KoppFN: also see Hopp.

KoppelFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Fuerstenwerder, Prussia. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Koppel{Heinr.Wilh.}: KS140 says he left Kraftsolms near Wetzlar for Russia. No further information.

KoppenheimGL: see Friedberg.

KopstinFN: see Kopen?.

Kor{Christian}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Aurach. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

KorbGL, Waiblingen Oberamt, Wuerittemberg: is some 2 miles NE of Waiblingen, Baden-Wuettenberg, and was home to a Singer family that settled in Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia.

KorbGL: also see Karb.

KorbachGL, Waldeck: is some 25 miles E of Kassel city, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Hackl family, and probably Wielst and Wilteig? families as well.

KorbunFN: see Kornborn.

KordeljeFN: said by the Bauer FSL to be fromUC Punscht(?) Darmstadt. In 1798 spelled Kordilje and the wife’s maiden name was given as Rupp (Mai1798:Br16).

Kordilje{Christian}: this widower was said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been fromUC Krsans? (Lk158). Not found in any FSL and I could not find him or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

KordiljeFN: also see Kordelje.

KordnemannFN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC [Anhalt-]Zerbst [Principality] (no locality mentioned). Spelled Kornman? in 1798 (Mai1798:Kn20);

KorgerFN: listed by the Hoelzel FSL without origin as a brother-in-law of Geringer, and said by Kuhlberg to be fromUC Bamberg [Bishopric] (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Br48.

KorgerFN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be fromUC Bamberg [Bishopric], the orphaned daughter of Johannes Korger living in the Pommer household. I could not find her in the 1798 Volga censuses.

KorekaFN: listed without origin by the Brabander FSL as an orphan boy in the Freunde household. Kuhlberg said he was from Kolognik?. I could not find this family name in the 1798 Volga censuses.

KorellFN: see Korell.

KorellFN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). The family name was spelled Korel in 1798 (Mai1798:Mv1765,Mo14).

KorgFN: see Gorg.

KorgerFN: according to the 1798 census this was the maiden name of frau Geringer of Hoelzel (Mai1798:Hz1).
Koritz\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Husaren FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Szumow?, Polen. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Kork\textsuperscript{GL}, Darmstadt: said by the Dietel FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to Mihl, Ring, Schmidt, and Schaad families. This is the same place as the next entry.

Kork\textsuperscript{GL}, Darmstadt: said by the Dietel FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Heller family. Kuhlberg said this was in Hanau. This is the same place as the next entry.

Kork\textsuperscript{GL}, Hanau-Lichtenberg County, (in the 1760s this County was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate): is 5 miles E of Strassburg city and is now in Baden-Wuerttemberg. I believe this was the only Kork in the Germanies.

Korn\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Boregard FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Welzigdorf?. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Korn\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Kano FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kisichheim?. 1798 might be at Mai1798:Bs45.

Korn\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Leeswig, Anhalt-Zerbst.

Korn\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Michelfeld-bei-Auerbach?. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Korn\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Reinhard FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Prenzlau, [Kur-]Brandenburg. I could not find this family in Mai1798.

Korn: go to Kermin.

Korn{A.Eleonor}: go to Kirstein.

Kornbach\textsuperscript{GL}: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to the Ockel family. There is a Kornbach some 13.5 miles NE of Bayreuth city, and one 28 miles SW of Zwickau city.

Kornborn/Korbun/Karbon/Carbon\textsuperscript{FN}[Joseph]: from\textsuperscript{UC} Holland this Carbon man married in Buedingen 3 April 1766 a Reinhaimer widow {A.Maria} from\textsuperscript{UC} Hhaag (Mai&Marquardt\#472). A Catholic, he, wife {A.Maria} and a daughter arrived in Russia 9 Aug 1766, he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (Kulberg3814). Not found in T. By 15 Aug 1767 they had settled at Norka FSL\#145, he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned) with a wife named {Mariana}. Spelled Korbun in 1798 (Mai1798:Nr145). KS:150 says he was a Carbon and she was from\textsuperscript{UC} Herrnhaag near Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt\#472). Spelled Korbun in 1798 (Mai1798:Nr145).

Kornemann{Andreas}: married Stoeber{Maria} 9 April 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt\#934). KS140 has wrong year 1765. On 4 Feb 1766 {Andreas & Anna} plus 2 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Zerbst (Kulberg1260). Later in 1766 with only one child they took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T5366-5368). Not found in any later source.

Kornfeld\textsuperscript{GL}, Gruenberg: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Eichler family.

Kornman\textsuperscript{FN}: see Kornemann.

Kornschu: KS140 says he left Oberau near Buedingen.

Korntheuer: go to Krontheuer.

Kortheim?, Wuerzburg: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Stahl{G.Michael} family.

Korz\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Goebel FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Rodenbach, Kurmainz.

Koschyna, Poland: an unidentified place which the GCRA found associated with a Rosin family in 1802.

Koshi\textsuperscript{FN}: see Couchis?.

Koske{Joseph+w+1c}: Kulberg53 said they were from\textsuperscript{UC} Niederlande and went to settle in Saratov. Not found in T or in any published FSL.

Koslowski\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the 1798 Schwed census (Sw16) to be the maiden name of frau Kapp.

Kosnitz\textsuperscript{FN}: see Kostianiz.

Kossending{Johannes}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Hosenfeld, Fulda married Hiernpach{A.Maria} 26 March 1766 in Friedberg (Mai&Marquardt\#295). Not found in any later source.

Kossimi{Andreas}: Kulberg48 said he was single, from\textsuperscript{UC} Danzig and settled in St. Petersburg. I did not find him in T or in any published FSL.

Kossmann/Gossmann\textsuperscript{FN}{Andreas}: Lutheran, born in\textsuperscript{UC} Brandenburgian lands in Poland, finally living in\textsuperscript{UC} Landsberg, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in March 1761. By June 1763 with wife {A.Maria} and 3 children were given permission to leave Denmark (EEE.
By July 1765 they were settled Fischer FSL #7 which said he was from UC Filehne, Polen. The family name was spelled Gossmann in 1798 (Mai1798:Fs17,23).

Kossman/Gossmann/Gossmann [FN] {Michael/J.Michael}: from UC Fella married Heroldt {A.Maria} 11 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt #519). On 22 July 1766 {Michael & Anna} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Mainz (Kulberg #2362). Not found in Kulberg. By 20 Aug 1767 Kossmann and a younger wife Wud {Elisabeth} had settled at Goebel FSL #11, he said to be from Fell. In 1798 he is listed as deceased, his family name as Gossmann, and that of his widow, Herlein. (Mai1798:Gb03).

Kosswig [FN]: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be home UC to the Koch family. Likely the same place as the next entry.

Kosswig [GL], [Kurbrandenburg]: is some 50 miles SE of Berlin, and said by the Boaro FSL to be home UC to a Winter family. Said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be home UC to a Walter {Charlotta} widow.

Kostel {Alexander&Christoph}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been step-sons in the Wens? {Franz} household (Lk109a). Not found in any FSL and I could not find them or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

Koster [GL], Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Goebel FSL to be home UC to a Rausch, and possibly a Heisling family.

Kostianiz [FN]: said by the Schulz FSL to be from UC Strakonitz, Oesterreich. Spelled Kosnitz in 1783 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2656,Mt73 where the wife’s maiden name was given as Maier) and 74.

Kostianiz [FN]: the wife was said (no locality mentioned) by the Schulz FSL to be from UC Kurpfalz. Her maiden name was given as Maier in 1798 (Mai1798:Mt73).

Koswig [GL], Anhalt-Zerbst: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home UC to an Altmann family. This might be Kosswig, Brandenburg, some 84 miles E of Zerbst city.

Kotsherbleim [GL], Kurpfalz: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be home UC to a Weinert family.

Kotikam Perschie?, Flandern: an unidentified place said by the Dehler FSL to be home UC to a Krotter family.

Kotoschin: according to the GCRA aka Krotschin.

Kotschetnoje [VV]: a variation of the Russian name for Hoelzel [VV].

Kotchetnoye [VV]: a variation of the Russian name for Hoelzel [VV].

Kott [FN]: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Bayreuth (no locality indicated) and a Friedrich orphan boy was living in the household. I could not find the Kott family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Kottenheim, Bassenheim [Barony]: is some 9 miles W of Bassenheim city and looks on the old maps to have been in Kurtrier, not Bassenheim Barony. Said by the Keller FSL to be home UC to the Ebers, Fischer {Nicolaus} and {J.Heinrich}, and Rau families, and possibly Rau and Riegelhof families.

Kottenheim [GL], Kurtrier: is some 9 miles W of Bassenheim city, and said by the Mariental FSL to be home UC to a Reichert family. Kotteritz [GL,LS]: I can find no country of that name. Of course this might be a district (amt) name, but I can only find two possibilities: Kotteritzsch, Kursachsen, some 18 miles NE of Altenburg city, and Kotteritz, Altenburg Duchy, some 1 mile SE of Altenburg city, neither near any Blauenthal that I can find.

Kotzgrimm?, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Leitsinger FSL to be home UC to a Jung {Adam Friederich} family.

Kougend?: an unidentified place said by Recruiter Beauregard’s 1768 list to have been home UC to the Fuchs {Peter} family (Lk145) [possible first settlers in Zug]. 17 km SE of Stuttgart was a Koengen, which in the 18th century was one of 16 Amts set aside for the Duke of Wuertemberg’s Treasury Clerks.

Kous [FN] {Ludwig}: on 23 July 1767 this orphaned brother-in-law was said by the Laub FSL #28 to be living in the {Johannes} Brick/Brueck household. Had Bruck’s sister married a Kous?

Kowalde [FN]: see Kawald.

Kozhenka [VV]: a Russian name for Volmer [VV].

Kozian/Koziam {Margarethe}: married Heiny {Joseph} 20 May 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt #974 KS133). KS140 has Koziam {Margarete}. Not found in any later records.
Kozickaja\textsuperscript{VV}: a form of the Russian name for \textit{Brabander}\textsuperscript{VV}. 